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 Abstract: Context aware system or Sentient system is the most profound concept in the ubiquitous computing. 

In the cloud system or in distributed computing building a context aware system is difficult task and 

programmer should use more generic programming framework. On the basis of layered conceptual design, we 

introduce Context aware systems with Context aware middleware’s. On the basis of presented system we will 

analyze different approaches of context aware computing. There are many components in the distributed system 
and these components should interact with each other because it is the need of many applications. Plenty 

Context middleware’s have been made but they are giving partial solutions. In this paper we are giving analysis 

of different middleware’s and comprehensive application of it in context caching. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The Context aware or Sentient systems are comes under pervasive computing. Weiser (1991) 

introduced pervasive which refers to the integration of mobile devices  such as notebook, PDAs, smartphones 

etc into the humans everyday life. It is expected that the services should react specifically to their time, places 
and current locations. Context can be refer as location, identities of nearby people and object, and changes to 

those objects. The situation of entity can be characterized by context. Users profile, device status, networking 

information or sensors are the ways to retrieve context information. The first context aware application is 

developed by Want et. al. (1992) which is based on Active badge Location System. According to the users 

current location, location-aware tour guide applications developed in middle 1990s. (Abowd et. al., 1997; Sumi 

et. al., 1998; Cheverest et. al., 2000)  

Person’s emotional state, focus of attention, place, time and date, people in the user’s environment can 

be defined as the sentient defined by Dey (1998). Hull et al. (1997) describe context as the aspects of the current 

situation.  Brown defines context to be the elements of the user’s environment which the computer knows about. 

Most context aware systems make use of external sentient factors as they provide useful data, such as place 

information. Furthermore, external attributes are easy to sense by using off-the-shelf sensing technologies. 

Watson Project used logical data (Budzik and Hammond, 2000) and the IntelliZap Project (Finkelstein et al., 
2001) which support the user by giving useful information due to information read out of web pages, records 

etc. When dealing with sentient, three entities can be differentiated (Dey and Abowd, 2001): places (rooms, 

buildings etc.), people (individuals or groups) and things (physical objects, Mobile Component, computer 

components etc.). These entities may be given by various attributes which can be classified into four categories: 

identity (each entity has a unique identifier), location (an entity’s position, co-location etc.), status (or activity, 

meaning the properties of an entity, e.g., heat and lightning for a room, processes running currently on a mobile 

etc.) and time (used for timestamps to define events etc.). 

 

II. APPROACHES 
The implementation of context-aware system can be done in many ways. The result and system 

implementation changes when the sensors are at local or remote places. The system users or number of people 

can change the approach to implement context aware system.  These different implementation approaches of the 

context aware system is given by Matthias Baldauf, Dustdar, S. & Rosenberg [17] are as follows : 

1) Sensor Fetching 

2) Middleware Implementation 

3) Context Server 

4) Networked Services 

In this section we can briefly explain the concept of all approaches 

 

2.1 Sensor Fetching-  
This approach is not used into the distributed system because devices with sensors are locally built in. 

The application which resides on to the users device can fetch information directly through the sensors. The 

sensor drivers are hardwired into the application. It will fetch data directly from the sensors so it can be a hard 

task for the concurrent servers. 
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2.2 Middleware Implementation-  

This approach is useful because it introduces the layered architecture to context aware system. The 

technique called Encapsulation is applicable in this case because it can hide the implementation details which 

can be useful for the business purpose. It can be used in caching the contextual data. 

 

2.3 Context Server-  

In this approach multiple clients can access the remote data source. So the concept of middleware 
approach not only act as a broker but also act as a federated broker architecture. Gathering of data from the 

sensors is now moved to this so called context server. The reuse of these sensors can be neglected by using 

context servers. This can leads to the increase in power consumption and disk space of devices rather than 

attached to the sensors.  

 

2.3 Networked Services-  

This approach is not so useful as the widget architecture because of complex network based 

components. Without using the global widget manager this approach using discovery technique. 

 

III. ARCHITECTURE 
3.1 Context Broker Architecture-  

 
Fig.1 Context Broker Architecture 

 

Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA) (Chen et al., 2003) [17], [18] is used to support context aware computing 

which is an agent based architecture called physical spaces. Physical spaces (e.g., Halls, Bikes, offices and 

meeting rooms) that are grouped with intelligent systems that provide pervasive computing services to system 

users. With CoBrA there is the presence of an CxB (Context Broker) that maintains and manages a shared 

contextual framework on the behalf of the agents. These agent can be the applications held by mobile devices , 

services that are provided by devices in a Hall (e.g., Hall temperature controller) and web services that gives a 
web presence for individuals, places and things in the physical world (e.g., People tracker service). [10][11] The 

CxB consists of four functional main components: Context KB, Context Inference Engine, Context Acquisition 

Module and the Privacy Management Module[14]. CoBrA offers the possibility of creating broker federations 

called as broker synchronization. 

 

3.2 The SOCAM Architecture-  
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Fig.2 The SOCAM Architecture 

 

In Pervasive computing environment the SOCAM (Service Oriented Context Aware Middleware) [19] 

architecture provides efficient way to implement context aware system. It consists of the following components 

which act as independent service components. CxP, Context interpreter, Context database, Context-aware 

services, locating service[7][11] 

 

IV. APPLICATION – CACHE MANAGEMENT 
Cache of the context data is most important part of context aware system. Minimum response time of 

any query is the primary aim. This cache management application is completed with three main stages. 1. 

Context Consumer 2. Federated Context Broker 3. Context Consumer. Context consumer send the query by 

using web application to the federated broker architecture. At broker side cache is maintained. If the answer of 

that query is available in the cache of the broker then answer directly given to the context consumer. If answer is 

not presented in the broker’s cache then it will ask to the provider. Then provider provides with the answer and 

it will stored into the brokers cache. For that purpose Saad Kiani (2012) [15][16] implemented three algorithms. 

A) Remove oldest first B) Remove least used first C) Remove soonest expiring first and after that on the basis of 

scope and query evaluation time he has implement bipartite context cache algorithm. This bipartite context 

cache is implemented on the basis of short and long validity. The result can be increased if we have  
 

 
implement the federated context broker architecture in context cache management. These brokers can be 

federated into the cloud mechanism.  
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V. CONCLUSION  
This survey paper on the context aware system gives the design principles and architecture of context 

aware system and the intelligent middleware’s. Context aware system can be used in day to day life for better 

performance. Standardized frameworks and protocols can be used to enhance the performance of the context 
aware system. Different middleware approaches can give the different solution in context aware system. 

Ubiquitous computing plays vital role into the context aware system. The context management systems are the 

middleware’s between context aware sources and application.    
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